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N SEPTEMBER 2018, after several

house arrest, while the Shanghai sem-

years of rapprochement, the Vatican

inary and diocesan publisher closed

signed a provisional agreement with

and local priests and nuns were sent

the People’s Republic of China’s gov-

to ‘re-education classes’ the following

ernment to share authority in the ap-

year.1

pointment of Chinese Catholic bishops.

While as of March 2019 the details

For nearly all of the People’s Republic

of the new agreement were still yet to

of China’s (PRC) history, the Catho-

be revealed, it is expected that the Chi-

lic Church in China has been divided

nese government, in consultation with

into two: the state-affiliated Catholic

local bishops and parishioners, will

Patriotic Church and an underground

propose bishops to the Vatican for or-

church that only recognises the au-

dination. Pope Francis now recognises

thority of the Vatican. Rome has not

seven bishops appointed by the state.

recognised bishops appointed by the

A brief statement from the Vatican an-

Patriotic Church, and vice versa. One

nouncing the agreement noted: ‘Pope

rare example of dual recognition was

Francis hopes that, with these deci-

the 2012 consecration of Thaddeus

sions, a new process may begin that

Ma Daqin 马达钦 as coadjutor/aux-

will allow the wounds of the past to

iliary bishop in Shanghai. However,

be overcome, leading to the full com-

Ma quickly resigned from the Patri-

munion of all Chinese Catholics’.2 This

otic Church — he was placed under

new arrangement would influence the
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Pope Francis and his advisors are seeking an accord with the CCP
Source: Catholic Church England and Wales, Flickr

spiritual lives of the approximately

sidered the Confucian rites paganistic

twelve million Catholics in mainland

and incompatable with Catholicism.

China.

After Pope Clement XI issued a papal

The Catholic Church’s history in

bull in 1715 condemning the Confu-

China far predates that of the Chinese

cian rituals as incompatible with Ca-

Communist Party (CCP). While not

tholicism, the emperor Kangxi banned

the first Catholic missionary to China,

the preaching of Catholicism. Jesuits,

the Jesuit Matteo Ricci (1552–1610) is

however, retained their special place

among the most famous, and helped

in the court as artists, and technical

ensure a Jesuit presence in the Ming

and scientific advisors. Kangxi’s son

and Qing courts. The Jesuits were ac-

and successor Yongzheng, who banned

commodating of Chinese customs, in-

Catholicism altogether, still appreci-

cluding Confucian rites such as those

ated the talent of Italian Jesuit artist

around ancestor worship — a position

Giuseppe

at odds with other denominations —

son and successor Qianlong, had Jes-

including the Dominicans, who con-

uits design the famed Western Palaces

Castiglione.

Yongzheng’s

of his treasured summer palace, the

new CCP government expelled them

Yuanmingyuan 圆明园 (Garden of Per-

and established the Patriotic Church.

fection and Light).

This led to a rapid boost in numbers in

In 1842, after their victory in the

Taiwan when the Nationalist govern-

first Opium War, and in addition to

ment escaped there, where the church

the trade concessions they forced on

still claims around 300,000 adherents,

the Qing, France and Britain demand-

with a strong presence in certain in-

ed that the court legalise Christianity

digenous communities.

and grant missionaries the freedom

Following the September 2018

to proselytise. In the second Opium

announcement, Cardinal Joseph Zen

War, the French and British burnt

Ze-kuin 陳日君, Bishop Emeritus of

and sacked the Yuanmingyuan. The

Hong Kong, argued, ‘The Chinese gov-

fallen columns and other ruins of the

ernment will succeed in eliminating

Jesuits’ Western Palace became, and

the underground church with the help

remain today, a potent symbol for the

of the Vatican. Now that it is strength-

imperialist humiliation of China in the

ening its suppression of religions, how

nineteenth century; that those build-

could you think this will lead to a good

ings were designed by Jesuits generally

agreement?’3 Cardinal Zen later ques-

does not enter this narrative.

tioned whether newly recognised for-

When highly superstitious peas-

mer underground bishops would have

ant rebels began mobilising across

any autonomy once affiliated with the

north China to defend the Qing against

state church and doubted the Pope’s

the foreign enemy, calling themselves

understanding of the CCP.4 Perhaps

the Righteous and Harmonious Fists

sensing that its only European diplo-

义和拳 — more commonly known as

matic ally might be about to shift alle-

Boxers in English — they murdered

giances, in October the government in

Chinese Christians, and Protestant and

Taipei invited the Pope to visit Taiwan,

Catholic missionaries, before laying

but he is yet to accept.5

siege to the foreign legations of Beijing

At the core of this issue is author-

in 1900. The Vatican and the Republic

ity: how can the Catholic Church cede

of China established diplomatic re-

to the atheist CCP its right to recognise

lations in 1942, and missionaries re-

and appoint bishops? The Party-state

mained in China until 1951, when the

has ordered the demolition of numer-
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ous ‘underground’ churches in recent

is not afraid of deviating from certain

years; in November 2018, it was re-

Vatican traditions and rapprochement

ported that four underground Catholic

with the CCP could be a small step in

priests in Hebei had been arrested for

the Vatican’s centuries-long mission

refusing to join the Patriotic Church
and put in custody for ‘indoctrination’.6
Pope Francis and his advisors may
be pragmatically seeking an accord

to spread Catholicism in China. Just as
Matteo Ricci sought to make Catholicism palatable to the Ming and emphasise its harmony with Chinese tradi-

with the CCP so as to express his care

tions, so, too the Vatican of today could

for all China’s Catholics and establish

be seeking to re-Sinicise itself in order,

the church’s own legitimacy within

ultimately, to increase its presence and

the PRC’s borders. The current pontiff

influence in China.
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